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Welcome to the first issue of CREATE, the new magazine from 
Spaceoasis that brings you ideas and inspiration for creating 
amazing workspaces.

Corporate trends come and go but one thing that will never go 
out of fashion is the need for businesses to innovate. But could 
the design of your office be a factor in successful innovation? We 
think so. And so did the late Steve Jobs when he conceived Pixar’s 
California HQ. In this issue we look at how layouts that deliberately 
cause unplanned encounters with colleagues could be the secret 
to unlocking latent innovation potential. 

Someone for whom innovation is a lifelong passion is Julia Barfield, 
co-founder of Marks Barfield Architects, the practice that brought 
us the London Eye and has been successfully innovating through 
design for over 25 years. Julia shares her sources of inspiration, 
advice for designing commercial spaces and her thoughts on the 
London skyline. 

There is a growing body of evidence that sitting at your desk all 
day is bad for your health, we take a look at why this is and how 
our new Sit/Stand desks could help solve the problem. 

If you’re looking for ideas and inspiration, take a look at the case 
studies of workspaces we’ve helped design, from ‘make it happen’ 
spaces for the BBC to the ultimate in hot-desking for AXA Wealth. 
We also revisit cancer charity Macmillan whose ten-year-old 
Spaceoasis pods are still going strong and share some beautiful 
bespoke solutions for a range of clients.

Finally, we take a look at the British engineering innovation that has 
come out of Telford. From the Iron Bridge in the 18th century to 
Jaguar Land Rover today and the engineering department at the 
University of Wolverhampton that is supplying graduates to keep 
the tradition of engineering innovation alive. It’s also where we 

happen to be based. 

Enjoy!
 
 
 
SIMON HICK  
MANAGING DIRECTOR, SPACEOASIS 
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In 2001 Spaceoasis teamed up with Marks Barfield Architects, 

the creators of The London Eye, to design a pioneering  

range of modular furniture. Today, we’re the only  

manufacturer delivering unique Curvpress® technology,  

which guarantees Spaceoasis panels for life.

Visit our new showroom to fully appreciate  

the true quality of Spaceoasis. 

Creating
inspirational 
spaces

OKINAWA RANGE CADIZ RANGE SAGE RANGE

Okinawa 
with breakout soft seating 
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When designing amazing places to work we like to keep our finger  
on the pulse of trends that will improve working life.  

Here are some of our recent favourites… 

WHAT’S HOT

01 

AIR CHARGE 
Wireless charging has been 
around for a few years but 
it’s coming of age now 
with sleek new effortless 
solutions that can be 
integrated into all types of 
worksurface from desks 
to touchdowns. Simply 
place your device on the 
Air Charge unit and it will 
magically recharge,  
cable-free! 

02 

MORE POWER TO YOU  
Powerblocks with 
integrated USB sockets 
provide a neat and practical 
solution to firing up the 
many mobile devices that 
charge via a USB cable, 
with traditional plug sockets 
for laptops and printers to 
cover all the (power) bases. 

03 

ARE YOU SITTING 
COMFORTABLY?  
WELL, DON’T!  
Sitting down all day 
could have serious health 
implications, even if 
you’re super active the 
rest of the time. Sit/Stand 
adjustable height desks and 
touchdowns around pods  
are two solutions to 
providing a healthy variety  
of standing working positions. 

04 

GRAPHIC CONTENT  
For reinforcing the look 
and feel of your brand, 
creating zones within open 
plan spaces and creating 
identities for different teams 
or departments, custom 
graphics are a fast way to 
bring colour and flair to  
your office. 

hen the BBC called Spaceoasis they had a 
very specific brief for their new offices in 

the Mailbox, Birmingham. Projects were stalling; 

not making it into production because teams 

simply weren’t able to get together to move 

things forward.

Using colour to clearly identify the different 

departments, we installed pods, breakout spaces 

and touchdowns to create a variety of places to 

hold impromptu meetings, casual chats and formal 

sit-downs. Some spaces can be reserved, while 

others are left free for spontaneous collaboration. 

Refreshment areas are neatly concealed  

behind Curvpress® screens, and soft furnishings 

provide comfortable places in which to turn 

inspiration into action. Bright colours create 

an energising atmosphere to help stimulate 

purposeful creativity. 

W

CREATING
‘MAKE IT HAPPEN’ 
SPACES AT 
THE MAILBOX

C A S E  S T U D Y
TOP: MAKE IT HAPPEN  
INFORMAL MEETING AREA
BOTTOM, FROM LEFT:  
INTEGRATED KITCHEN;  
RESOURCE POD WITH COLLATION AREA; 
CUSTOM-SCULPTED PANELS

Our mission: To create a range of ‘Make It Happen’ 
spaces, where BBC staff could meet, be inspired and 
get the wheels of production in motion.

1 2

3 4
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t AXA Wealth hot-desking is a well-executed strategy, 
rather than a couple of spare desks in the corner for 
occasional use by visiting colleagues. Our task was 

to help deliver real hot-desking and enable flexible working by 

creating a range of different workspaces. 

Curved, white team desks are reserved electronically each 

morning and lockers are provided for personal effects. This 

flexible approach makes optimum use of space and sitting next to 

different people each day encourages collaboration by nurturing 

networks across different teams. 

Spacious, low-level pods in the canteen provide breakout areas 

for impromptu chats or informal meetings, as well as somewhere 

to eat and relax. In the office spaces there are high-level pods with 

comfortable upholstered seating inside for ad-hoc team meetings, 

and touchdowns around the outside providing another location 

where you can work while charging up your devices.   

A

FLEXIBLE  
WORKING AT  
AXA WEALTH

C A S E  S T U D Y

INSET RIGHT:
PODS WITH COMFORTABLE 
UPHOLSTERED SEATING 
INSIDE AND TOUCHDOWNS 
AROUND THE OUTSIDE 
PROVIDE A VARIETY  
OF PLACES TO MEET  
AND WORK 

Our task was to help deliver real hot-desking 
and enable flexible working by creating a 

range of different workspaces.
“
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What made you choose to 
become an architect?

One of my parent’s friends was 

an architect so that’s how I knew 

about the possibility. Architecture sits 

between the arts and the sciences 

and as such is an endlessly stimulating 

combination of creative and technical 

problem solving. I was always 

fascinated with both the arts and 

sciences and was happy I didn’t have 

to choose. 

2  

What would you have done if 
architecture hadn’t worked out? 

I would probably have worked in 

another of the creative industries or 

maybe in museums?

3  

Marks Barfield has been 
enduringly successful for 25 

years, what’s the key to your 
success? 

Our focus is quality design; that is 

what drives us. 

We have a very broad portfolio of 

projects – we work in many sectors, 

from education, bridges, sport, 

culture and leisure as well as, of 

course, furniture and product design. 

We think this is what keeps our 

designs fresh and innovative – there 

is a cross-fertilisation of ideas. We 

also are not afraid to take risks and 

take an entrepreneurial approach. 

For example the London Eye was 

conceived as well as designed by us 

and developed by a company we 

started. This has given us the freedom 

to do projects that interest us – like 

Spaceoasis. We also enter design 

competitions, like the international 

competition to design a new bridge 

over the Thames at Nine Elms, we just 

found out we have been shortlisted as 

one of four – down from 80!

4  

Where do you draw inspiration 
from for your projects? 

We draw inspiration from nature; 

design in nature is invariably both 

efficient and beautiful. We also take 

inspiration from research that we do 

for every project; from historical 

precedents, the site and its context 

and from the ever-developing 

possibilities of new technology. 

 

5  

What is your favourite building 
and why?

My favourite building is the Palm 

House in Kew Gardens. It is a 

perfect combination of architecture, 

engineering and innovative 

technology. We were lucky enough 

to go into the building when it 

was renovated in the 1980s before 

they put the plants back. It was so 

beautiful, the building structure and 

envelope is so fine, it is almost like 

being inside a spider’s web. 

6  

At Spaceoasis we work  
with clients in industry  

and education. What would  
your key piece of advice be for 
someone designing:

An office
Think of what the user experience 

will be in the building. Is the building 

easy to navigate; are the spaces well 

lit and ventilated with sufficiently 

generous ceiling heights, a variety 

of spaces, external awareness, warm 

materials and greenery? Above all 

does the design positively promote 

the well being of the users?

A school 
Again I would suggest focusing on 

the user experience. In a school all 

spaces should be learning spaces. 

We are currently building a school 

for Cambridge University, it will be 

the first primary University training 

school in the country and will include 

teacher training as well as educational 

research. We have worked closely 

with the university during the 

design process and have done a 

lot of research to ensure that the 

architecture enhances and enables 

education as much as possible.  

I would also repeat…

…is the building easy to navigate; are 

the spaces well lit and ventilated with 

sufficiently generous ceiling heights, a 

variety of spaces, external awareness, 

warm materials and greenery?

 

How do you feel about the 
London skyline with all its  

tall buildings? 
I think one of London’s strengths as 

a city is that it has constantly evolved 

and rejuvenated itself throughout 

the ages and thus remained a living, 

vibrant city. We have contributed to 

London’s changing skyline, bringing it 

into the 21st century and it already has 

a dozen listed post-war tall buildings 

of excellent design quality and these 

are welcome. However the recent 

revelation that there are permissions 

for a further 240 tall buildings to be 

built in the next few years is deeply 

disturbing. My view is that the bar for 

design quality should be set very high 

and clearly this will not be the case for 

all 240 buildings. So, in my view, there 

need to be stricter controls. 

8  

In this issue of Create we’re 
looking at how we can mitigate 

the impact of sitting down all day at 
work. Is keeping active during the 
working day something you aspire to 
/ encourage your employees to do? 

Yes we do encourage people to 

move around – although we don’t 

have any formal yoga or tai chi 

courses! We do, however, carefully 

monitor the ergonomics of desks, 

chairs and screen heights.

9  

Another theme we are looking 
at is offices that are designed to 

encourage serendipitous 
collaboration (bumping into people 
and having a productive chat). Have 
you come across this trend or is it 
exclusive to groovy internet and 
creative companies? 

This idea is not new - I believe 

Norman Foster - my ex boss - 

introduced it first in the Willis Faber 

building 40yrs ago; however I think 

it is still relevant today. We have just 

finished an office in central London 

which has a glass stair linking three 

floors to encourage the chance 

encounter. I believe it can be  

very valuable.  

ulia Barfield is the founding director of Marks Barfield Architects 
(MBA), together with her husband and partner David Marks. 
Since 1989 the multi-award winning MBA has established its 

reputation as a highly innovative architectural practice delivering designs 

that have a positive impact on society, that evoke pride and elicit joy. 

Among the best known of these inspiring projects is the London Eye, 

which has established itself as a world-famous London landmark, giving 1% 

of its ticket sales revenue to the local community every year. 

In 2004 we worked with Marks Barfield Architects to design our trademark 

Segment System, combining our knowledge of plywood engineering with 

their architectural expertise to create a product that went on to win a FIRA 

Innovation award.   

J

1

My view is that 
the bar for design 
quality should be 
set very high…”

“

Our focus is  
quality design;  
that is what  
drives us. 

“

JULIA BARFIELD

Q&A    JULIA BARFIELD

Architecture sits between the arts and the sciences  
and as such is an endlessly stimulating combination  

of creative and technical problem solving.”
JULIA BARFIELD, DIRECTOR, MARKS BARFIELD ARCHITECTS

“

I N  C O N V E R S A T I O N  W I T H . . .

7
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MACMILLAN

C A S E  S T U D Y

nyone whose life has been affected by cancer will know 
what an amazing job Macmillan does providing support 
when it’s needed most… the charity’s information service 

plays an important role by having a visible presence in public 

spaces, including hospitals, health centres and libraries, where 

people can come for information and support.

Spaceoasis helps create the spaces in which the information 

services teams work. Our pods are used to create multi-purpose 

hubs, incorporating an office, a confidential consultation area and 

information leaflet display and storage. Where there is no room  

for a built-in facility, a pod can create a highly functional solution 

for around 25% of the cost of building a permanent space and 

offer a wide range of options for locating information and  

support services.

As Macmillan’s Cancer Environments team explains, “With 

space being at a premium for most Partner Organisations, a fixed 

environment is not always an option. Pods provide a cost effective 

A

Anyone whose life has 
been affected by cancer 
will know what an 
amazing job Macmillan 
does providing support 
when it’s needed most…

and flexible solution as they 

can be adapted for the space 

available. They act as a haven 

for people affected by cancer 

and ensure that Macmillan’s 

presence is prominent.”

The pods offer more than just 

a practical solution, as someone 

who has been affected by 

cancer explains, “I had the sense 

when I was inside the pod that 

it’s like arms coming around 

your shoulders and enfolding 

you. It’s like a sanctuary.” 

Spaceoasis has been working 

with Macmillan for over ten 

years. The charity’s expectation 

was that the Pods would have a 

five year lifespan, however many 

of the Pods are still in pristine 

condition after more than ten 

years of continuous use.  

ABOVE:  
INSIDE THE ‘SANCTUARY’ OF  

THE SPACEOASIS POD

RIGHT:  
CUSTOM GRAPHICS TO GIVE A 
LOCAL IDENTITY TO THE POD;  

CURVED SLAT WALL FOR 
LITERATURE DISPLAY

I had the sense when I was inside the pod  
that it’s like arms coming around your shoulders  
and enfolding you. It’s like a sanctuary.” 

“
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YEARS

partners and easy access to the motorway 

network for rapid distribution to customers 

all over the UK. We’re in good company: BAE 

Systems, Epson, Ricoh, AGA and IT outsourcing 

heavyweight Capgemini all have a growing 

presence in Telford and the MOD has just 

announced it will build a new logistics base here. 

Jaguar Land Rover’s new locally-based engine 

manufacturing centre will produce engines 

in-house for the first time in a generation. Newly 

developed for smaller cars, these super-efficient, 

ultra-low emissions, four cylinder diesel and 

petrol engines will be produced by a 1,400-strong 

team of engineers and support staff. The 2.0 

litre Jaguar XE will be first car to have these 

next-generation engines, and it should start to 

roll off the production line later this year. The 

repercussions for the supply chain and the UK 

automotive industry as a whole are enormous 

and testament to the skills base we have here in 

the West Midlands.

Plugging the skills gap
Finding skilled engineers to resource this 

manufacturing renaissance is a challenge, and 

one that the University of Wolverhampton 

(Telford Campus) Faculty of Science and 

Engineering is committed to meeting. It is 

estimated that, in the UK, there will be a shortfall 

of around 200,000 qualified engineers by 

2020. The university has just announced a £12m 

investment in new state-of-the-art facilities and 

courses, which aims to double the number of 

engineering graduates over the next five years. 

Having skilled graduates on their doorstep will 

help ensure companies like Jaguar Land Rover, 

and the many other manufacturers in the region, 

can access the talent they need to continue the 

legacy of engineering innovation. While few of 

these engineers will achieve the immortality of 

the Iron Bridge creators, they’ll still enjoy a career 

changing the world around them for the better  

From its role as the birthplace of the industrial revolution to being 
at the centre of the West Midlands’ manufacturing renaissance of 
the modern day, Telford has an illustrious history of engineering 
innovation. The Iron Bridge, Telford’s world-renowned landmark, was 
so effective in enabling commerce it turned The Gorge into the most 
famous and successful industrial area in Great Britain at the time.

the 18th century Coalbrookdale 

was an area rich in natural 

resources such as coal, iron 

ore, water, sand, limestone and clay. In 

1709 Abraham Darby I became the first 

person to smelt iron using easily-mined 

coke instead of wood, which, combined 

with the vast natural resources at hand, 

meant he suddenly had the ability to 

create huge quantities of high quality 

iron.  It was Abraham Darby III (grandson 

of Abraham I) who built the Iron Bridge, 

designed by architect Thomas Pritchard, 

who sadly died shortly after construction 

began. Pritchard’s design included 

jointing techniques more at home with 

carpentry than ironwork, such as mortice 

and tenon joints and dovetails. Each of 

the 1,736 components of the bridge was 

individually cast in iron, including two 

main ribs weighing five tonnes each. 

Faced with the task of construction 

using 18th century technology you might 

think it took several years to build. In 

fact, using 70ft high wooden derrick 

poles to act like a crane, the main span 

of the bridge was constructed in just 

three months during the summer of 

1779. The men who made the bridge 

may have been working with iron but 

they must have had nerves of steel. Not 

only was the construction swift, no-one 

was injured during the process – a safety 

record any contemporary construction 

company would admire. The Iron Bridge 

finally opened to traffic on 1st January 

1781 once the roads to, from and across 

the bridge had been completed. What 

set out to ‘improve communication’ 

between both sides of this stretch of the 

river Severn was more successful than 

its creators would ever have dreamed 

possible. The manufacturing processes 

that enabled its construction would go 

on to form the bedrock of industrial 

progress in the UK during the 18th and 

19th centuries. 

Next-generation
Fast-forward 234 years and this part 

of the West Midlands is still holding 

its own in terms of engineering and 

manufacturing prowess, and it’s a 

popular location for growing businesses. 

Spaceoasis is based in Telford because  

of its proximity to our supply-chain 

In

F E A T U R E ENGINEERING  
INNOVATION

of

and counting…
T E L F O R D

What set out to ‘improve communication’ 
between both sides of this stretch of the river 
Severn was more successful than its creators 
would ever have dreamed possible.”

“
To visit the new Spaceoasis HQ and showroom 
in Telford and to see the latest innovations in 
plywood engineering, flexible office furniture 
and writable surfaces, email us at:

   hello@spaceoasis.com
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nnovation has long been 
hailed as the life-blood of 
business. We have Charles 

Darwin to thank for the slightly 

unnerving ‘innovate or die’ mantra 

often trotted out by entrepreneurs 

and business leaders. While 

innovation may be necessary to 

survival, actually making it happen can 

be hugely challenging. Collaborative 

workspaces are gaining popularity 

as one response to finding ways to 

drive innovation and efficiency within 

organisations.  

Happy Accidents
The belief behind serendipity 

(def: a desirable discovery made by 

accident) in the workplace is that 

networks, rather than hierarchies, 

drive businesses and projects forward. 

Designing collaborative workspaces 

that force unplanned interaction 

between co-workers helps build and 

strengthen those networks, creating 

opportunities for serendipitous 

encounters. You’ve probably 

experienced a casual chat on the 

stairs that gave you a great idea, or an 

impromptu meeting over coffee that 

unblocked a project. Serendipitous 

workspaces are designed to make 

those meetings happen deliberately, 

rather than by chance. 

Giants of collaboration
Perhaps the most famous example 

of a workspace designed to encourage 

collaboration and serendipitous 

encounters is Pixar’s offices in 

Emeryville, California, conceived by 

Steve Jobs. He decided that rather 

than creating separate spaces for 

each department, he would drive 

collaboration by design. People 

from all over the campus are drawn 

to the central atrium, which houses 

mailboxes, screening rooms, cafes  

and leisure facilities, where they 

mingle with people they might 

not ordinarily see. Even the shyest 

introvert has to leave the safety of 

their desk and make eye contact with 

others. Originally the only bathrooms 

in the building were on the ground 

floor, which meant everyone had to 

walk down the central staircase for  

a comfort break (although this was 

later changed, you have to admire  

the commitment!). 

Google’s offices share a similarly 

collaborative ethos, which it refers to 

as ‘casual collisions’, and you are never 

more than 150ft from food, whether 

that’s a micro kitchen, coffee shop 

or restaurant, so there are plenty of 

places for planned and spontaneous 

meetings. Private phone rooms, sofas, 

booths, pods and meeting rooms 

provide a variety of places to work 

alone or collaborate with others. 

Back in the real world…
Not all of us have the luxury of 

designing an office from the ground 

up with a billion dollar budget, but 

if you’re planning a refit it’s worth 

considering how you could encourage 

more serendipitous encounters 

and collaboration between teams. 

Whether it’s a coffee bar on the 

ground floor, a range of meeting pods 

or soft seating areas to encourage 

spontaneous sit-downs, encouraging 

strong networks should be on your 

list of objectives when thinking about 

your workspace design.   

I

SERENDIPITOUS 
ENCOUNTERS  

O F  T H E  W O R K S P A C E  K I N D

INSET IMAGES:
PROVIDING A VARIETY OF 
SEATING AND MEETING AREAS 
IS THEY KEY TO DRIVING 
COLLABORATION BY DESIGN
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here are infinite ways to customise our 
standard ranges with different colours, 
finishes, fabrics and graphics, but we also 

create bespoke designs for clients with specific 
requirements or ideas. Our highly skilled design  
team has the expertise to create your vision. Here are 
some recent examples of our bespoke design work.

T
BELOW:  

LARGE POD SUBDIVIDED INTO DROP-IN TUTORIAL 
SPACES WITH TOUCHDOWN ON EXTERNAL WALL 

FOR UNIVERSITY OF SUFFOLK 

TOP, CLOCKWISE FROM LEFT: 
COLLATION SPACE WITH RESOURCE 
HUB FOR BBC; BESPOKE LAMINATED 
ATTUNE TIERED SEATING FOR HOPE 
ACADEMY; INTEGRATED KITCHEN  
FOR BBC

ABOVE AND RIGHT:  
BESPOKE-DESIGNED 

DESKING FOR  
PURPLE MEDICAL
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1 
Don’t just sit there!
Sitting down for prolonged periods is 
bad for your health, so we designed 
Sit/Stand, a height adjustable desk 
that enables you to work standing 
up or seated. We like these so much 
we installed them in our new offices. 
Available with a range of modules for 
personal storage and an innovative 
approach to visitor seating. 

2  
Booth with a roof
Providing a variety of spaces in 
which to work, meet, think and eat 
is the key to a successful workspace. 
We’ve given our popular diner-style 
Fizz seating a roof with acoustic 
properties, so you can have a whole 
wall of booths offering a greater 
degree of privacy and intimacy. 

3  
Dream big
Brainstorm on an epic scale with 
Workingwall, a mobile wall with a 
huge dry-wipe writable surface. Use 
it to divide space, as a location for 
holding standing meetings or simply 
as a very large mobile whiteboard. 
Alternatively, combine with tiered 
seating (like our Attune and Cloud 
soft seating range) or our Agile tables 
and screens to create a multitude of 
different flexible spaces.

Hot from our design studio, the latest Spaceoasis 
products for amazing workspaces…

PRODUCTNEW
PREVIEW
1

2 3


